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RATIO IS TWO FEMALES FOR EVERY MALE HERE

Population figures reveal that the ratio in the Colony is two females for every male, according to the census compiled by the housing bureau.

The exact present day census shows that of the 14,420 colonists, 9,413 are females, while 5,007 are males.

At one time there were 16,076 residents to set the population high mark.

Statistics on September 18 disclosed that, according to age groups, between 11 to 15, females numbered 807 and males 786. There are 1,325 males and 1,264 females between the ages of 16-20, while 990 males and 933 females between 21-24.

Between the ages of 25-30, 648 are males and 555 females. The ratio outnumbers females between ages of 31-35, 312-299.

Since the age ratio figures were completed, 405 males have left the Colony, in comparison to 81 females. The largest age group is between 25-30, of whom there were 2,661.

The birth rate disclosed that 54 male babies were born and the same number females. Eight females and 12 males have passed away.

NEW CLASSES IN KNITTING WILL OPEN

Knitting classes at #2408 and #3108 under the instruction of E. Takamura will open according to K. Mayone, director of crafts of the recreational department. New students may join by being present at the class sessions.

On Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m., classes will be held at #2408. At #3108 from 2 to 4 p.m., classes will be conducted from Monday through Friday.

SIX PERSONS TO GO ON TRIAL FOR ROBBERY

The growing problem of stealing government property has become a serious proposition, with six persons alleged to go on trial for the theft of lumber this week. They will be tried by the Judicial Committee of the City Council.

Last week, two persons were placed on probation by the committee for a period of two months. They were charged guilty of stealing lumber. Another person was charged for the pilfering of cheese from the warehouse and found guilty.

In the theft of government property continues, every citizen is urged from taking government property for their selfish use.

PROSPECTIVE WIFE AD GETS "NOT INTERESTED" REPLY

By Ken Hayashi

If the recent ad in the DISPATCH, about a certain man seeking to meet a prospective wife, can be used as a trial balloon, then, nisei women of marriageable age are not interested in martyrdom.

According to authoritative sources, a lone woman desired the advertisement. She was not interested when she was informed that the man in question was a farmer.

The lady wanted a city man.

Statistics reveal the plight of the older nisei girls on the marriage question. Perhaps, as in bachelorhood, the girls may have something in sinisterhood.

WILL INSTALL STOVES IN SHOWER ROOMS

To meet the need of heat in shower rooms, especially in the mornings, stoves will be installed in both the ladies' and men's rooms.

Lack of stove jack will be supplied by removing unused pipes from ironing and laundry rooms.
OUTSIDE BOARD
MYSTIFYING ORACLE
ANSWERS QUESTIONS

"Come OUIJA come, if you are in this room, please answer yes. This plea can be heard from many homes as hundreds of nisei find amusement in the all mystifying Ouija Board.

This mystifying oracle that supposedly answers all your questions—from whom you'll marry to when the war will end—has caused a lot of curiosity in this game and "Ouija" is called.

"Ouija" customers are fired and the table is kicked up one leg. Three or four people gather around the table and lightly place their hands on a heart shaped object independent of the board, concentrate, and proceed to call the OUIJA. If the wooden heart moves to yes, the Ouija is in the room. Then come the questions and the answers.

OPERATION SIMPLE...
The process is simple. Two people sit opposite each other with the board on their laps. They place their hands on the table and the table and lightly place their hands on a heart shaped object independent of the board, concentrate, and proceed to call the OUIJA. If the wooden heart moves to yes, the Ouija is in the room. Then come the questions and the answers.

CARD TABLE...
Another technique of correlating the "Ouija" is to get a card table and kick up one leg. Three or four people gather around the three legged table and lightly place their hands on the table top. The "ouija" is called and if he can, around the table will start to rock and sound off once or twice as is ordered. The questions are fired and the table will "moan" out the answers.

FORECASTING...
"Ouija" customers swear to the accuracy of the board or table in getting the answers. Conceived of by us in this game and "Ouija" believers state that there is no room for skepticism in this remarkable racket.

One of the most popular questions asked is "When will the war end?" Practically all the Boards answer from three to four years.

That's the dope. Take it or leave it.

SNOW!
Snow fell yesterday. It fell in tiny, silverly flakes melting as it touched the earth. It melted into history as the first snowfall in Tulean chronicles.

TOM SHIBUTANI
Growth and intelligent leader of the recently concluded Race Relations course, claims he learned more from teaching than did his students, who were being taught. Well, we, for one, doubt it.

Even as a hot and mad student of his class, we were disingenuously enlightened. By opening new avenues of thinking for us it revolutionized our ideology of how we, as nisei, should tie in with certain racial minorities.

Amered with this brand new knowledge, "Oriental" to the less enlightened thought disgusted us. Then learning about certain sobering and uncourteous organizations, who pushed the evacuation along and who stood to profit by this forced re-arrangement, was another new factor that heightened our disgust.

Sibutani's course helped us realize the pickle that the nisei were in. It showed us that unless the Japanese Americans woke up to realities facing them, they were heading for disaster. The past activities of the nisei reveal the futility of their efforts to fight for their rights.

This fact was brought to our attention in Mr. Shibutani's Race Relations class.

How, do you concede, Professor?
FLAT TIRE: "IVORY" STRANDED BY MESS 18

BY TOM SEMBA

"Ivory—it floats no more."

For the carrier Ivory, which so recently frequented the City's streets lies quiet, with a flat tire, across from mess 18. Proof of the rubber shortage was a reality as the tragic tale of Ivory goes like this—up until last week, she was doing the work of a dozen trucks by hauling seven ton loads of sheetrock, lumber, coal or the like, without mishap.

Ironically, one noon when the driver was having lunch, a bang resonated—Ivory listed and settled to starboard, a tire blown, no spare. According to driver Kaz Oka, it is an Oregon concern, stands 12 feet high, driven by shell with three speeds forward and back.

That, no one can deny, it is a Willamette Territorial thing. According to Ivory, when she was here.

"It can turn on a dime."

With a rpr 10.50x20 tire, the Ivory could go back into action again, without fretting or worry—she faithfully ground out her labor, coal or the like, whenever we heard foot­steps full expecting to see that "kick-in-the-pants" come trumping through those portals to office is dead. Everyone too seri­ously goes about his tasks. The typewriter chatters monotonously, the mimeograph machine clocks steadily, and someone cackles a manner looking that core­free note prevalent these days.

Currently, we don't know why, perhaps through force of habit, perhaps because we can't get used to being without him—we glanced to the office door whenever we hear footsteps full expecting to see that "kick-in-the-pants" come trumping through those portals to

THESPIANS ELECT NEW DIRECTORS

A new Board of Directors for the Little Theatre Group was chosen at a meeting held last Saturday afternoon. Those elected were Mrs. Sara Amaya, chairman; Dickie Hayasue; Laura Fujiye; Mrs. Nisumuchi; Marion I. Sato; Flera Torakai; Hiroshi Nakajima and Yakko Shinoda. Perry Seto will continue as manager.

Rehearsals for three one­act plays are not in full swing. These will be presented during the latter part of November, it was announced.

Newcomers are invited to attend the next general meeting scheduled for Sunday afternoon.

MUSIC STUDIO SLATE PROGRAM

Tulean Music Studios will present a Classical Music program as part of the Harvest Festival concerts held Satur­day evening. October 28.

Included in the program are vocal numbers by Mrs. Yoko Takegaki accompanied by Horuko Sato. Piano selections will be rendered by Aranka Nakajima, a pupil of Alice Mayeda, director of fine arts.

A 27 voice choir under the direction of Helen Mayeda will make their debut, with Sada Nakajima as soloist. Takashi will also sing vocal solos with Michiko Morita Miyamoto accompanying.

H.S. FELLOWSHIP ELECT KATAGIRI

After final tabulations were counted in the High School Fellowship elec­tion, the group had chosen George Katagiri for their incoming president and Jones Gauze vice­president.

May Abe will fill the secretarial position for the forthcoming year, while May Gauze will be treasurer. Commissioners selected for the various positions were Ed Yoshikura, toranship; Tom Tsukakura, membership; Tom Sasaki, recreation; and Sam Sato, publicity.

Outgoing officers were Ed Yoshikura, president; Marion I. Sato, vice­president; and May Abe, secretary­treasurer.

PYRETHRiUM RAISING STUDYED BY CLARK

Studying the possibilities of raising Pyrethrum here, D.M. Clark from the Department of Agriculture visited here. Insecticide is made from the plant.
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A CALL ...for 20 truck drivers has been made by the motor pool. Applications may be at the placement office.

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS ...interested in forming a group here in the project are asked to sign their names at the Tule Lake Union Church office at #3001-0.

The office hours are from 8:30 to 4:45 daily and one-half day on Saturdays.

THE NURSERY SCHOOLS ...have received first aid kits which have been supplied through the hospital.

PERSONS INTERESTED ...in technical positions for the Planning Board are asked to apply for interviews at Don Elber's office at #1608.
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